STRATEGIC PRAYING
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Prayer is powerful and effective. If we do it. God is speaking to me about being strategic in
prayer. We know that our work and ministry time.This three-step strategy for prayer should
maximize our results while minimizing our frustrations.Our message this week is entitled,
“Strategic praying.” Let us start by looking at the word strategy. Strategy is a tactical or
skillful planning.The majority of the Church worldwide has not, yet, awakened to this strategic
weapon of prayer and intercession. If we did, we would be using it.Developing a strategic
prayer life is the wisest thing we can do with our life. Discovers God's Agenda Strategic Joy in
the Midst of Warfare The Strategy to.Prayer is a journey with God. Learn these 7 prayer
strategies and change your life, your family, and even our world!.Here are 6 steps you need to
follow to write out a successful prayer strategy so that you live and walk in continually
victory.Sermon: Strategic Praying Text Summary - Eph Context: Paul has moved from God's
cosmic plan summed up in Jesus, to the Gentiles being a part of.STRATEGIC PRAYER –
PRAYER AS A STRATEGY. The role of prayer is dramatically expanding. It is no longer
solely to undergird. God's work in the world, but.Strategic prayer involves a cost. It takes an
action along with time in His presence . Our first prayer is heard, and then comes the process
of.The following is an excerpt from The Armor of God, by Priscilla Shirer, a 7- session Bible
study for women that focuses on utilizing prayer as a.Strategic Prayer Points. Originally
created by the Duncan-Williams Ministries in Pray all points with the understanding that we
are coming (to the warfare).When you pray, you need to know what you are praying for, and
you need to know that your prayer is according to God's will. You need to pray specifically
and .Strategic Praying. Staying the Course. Friday, October 13, Coming to God with the same
old failure can be discouraging. A fresh approach could increase.Develop a “Focus on the
Family” prayer strategy. Each week, focus on a different family in the church. Find out what
prayer needs they have.Strategic Praying [Dr Daniel Olukoya] on tektienen.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. This powerful Prayer book will teach you how to pray
Strategic.Recently, I posted about prayer on a social media account, because I was writing up
course lessons for urban pastors. A wise friend.We're working through the book Fervent, by
Priscilla Shirer and would love for you to join us as we create prayer strategies for our lives!
Follow this board for.We often build a lot of strategy into executing plans that we've made.
Often these strategies are well-thought-out responses to the convergence.
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